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                        Why Choose INIFD Mumbai Borivali

                        
                            INIFD Mumbai Borivali being a premier designing college in Mumbai has a committed council and college group to arrange top notch activity for college Students nearly each month. As an international institute of fashion design, we maintain high quality educational standards and live up to our commitment of 100% placement assistance. Our fashion design course in Mumbai and interior design course in Mumbai are designed and delivered by industry experts and experienced faculty members dedicated to shaping careers and transforming aspirants into professionals.
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                            Make your dream career in fashion design a reality with our well-designed and highly focused fashion design courses.
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                             Fashion Course Info Apply Now 2024 
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                            Give your career the head start it deserves with our meticulously designed and industry-oriented interior design courses.
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                                    The 27-year old legacy of INIFD intends to nurture this
                                    strength and create a professional designer out of a budding
                                    artist. We ask you to be a part of this rich legacy
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                                 At INIFD, the Inter National Institute of Fashion Design & Interior Design in Mumbai stands
                                    out as a premier destination for design studies in Mumbai our mission is to mentor and 
                                    guide aspiring designers, students, and young enthusiasts to make their careers successful. At INIFD Mumbai Borivali, an excellent placement record is one of the many factors that drive our success
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                                            It is an amazing institute! We get a lot of opportunities to participate in
                                            the London fashion week, New York fashion week and Lakme fashion week.
                                            Recently got to do an internship with Ensemble (a multi-designer store)
                                            through INIFD Mumbai Borivali, it was indeed a great experience especially because
                                            we got an opportunity to work for several fashion shows of various fashion
                                            designers Thank you so much INIFD Borivali, I would highly recommend this
                                            centre to anyone who aspires to have a promising career in DesignProud to be
                                            INIFDian.

                                        NIDHI RAJPUROHIT

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            "INIFD Mumbai Borivali is one of the best institutes for learning fashion and
                                            interior designing. It gave many opportunities like Lakme Fashion Week, New
                                            York Fashion Week, London Fashion Week for all the young designers to
                                            showcase their creativity. This I believe is possible only at INIFD. It has
                                            great infrastructure and amazing mentors to guide us. Luckily, I got a
                                            chance to showcase my collection at Lakme Fashion Week during Launchpad and
                                            it was a great experience for me. The right place if you want success in the
                                            fashion industry.. (Highly Recommended)."
                                        

                                        NEELAM JAIN 

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            I had a great experience at the Lakme Launchpad. The whole process of
                                            selecting our inspiration to create our designs to having the final garment
                                            in hand has been a journey full of new experiences. It was the first time I
                                            stood on a stage and faced such great personalities. It was thrilling,
                                            especially overcoming my fear of public speaking was something I didn't
                                            expect to achieve when I participated in this competition. I learnt a lot
                                            and made great memories. I am eternally grateful to INIFD and our faculties
                                            for giving me this opportunity and guiding me throughout the process. It
                                            feels great to be a part of INIFD Mumbai Borivali, I am Proud INIFDian! Thank You
                                        

                                        SARITHA VEERABOHINA

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            I am glad to witness and to perform on such a huge platform given to me. My
                                            heartiest Thanks to INIFD Borivali faculty for supporting and guiding me
                                            from the beginning of designing a procedure to garment construction. It's
                                            like a dream come true for me. I learnt so many new things and felt proud to
                                            participate with such talented Fashion Designing students and moreover in
                                            front of an amazing jury from industry experts. With the help of INIFD
                                            Launchpad, I got a chance to showcase my collection in front of the jury. It
                                            was a memorable and proud moment. It feels great to be a part of INIFD. I am
                                            a Proud INIFDian
                                        

                                        JYOTI SIHAG

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            INIFD Mumbai Borivali offers professional studies to the students seeking
                                            admissions in variety of designer courses. I'm doing my professional fashion
                                            designing course from INIFD and I'm glad about my decision. The fee
                                            structure is very affordable for professional programs. They give very good
                                            platform like Lakme, New York Fashion week,etc as students can showcase
                                            their talent over there. The infrastructure of this institute is very good.
                                            Students enjoy learning and experiencing different things. The faculty
                                            members are very helpful as they guide us very professionally. The course
                                            curriculum is well updated. The management is very well organized. They also
                                            give good placement opportunity. The teaching technique of the PMGC and CAD
                                            teachers is very appreciable and fabulous. I would highly recommend for all
                                            those who want a real experience in fashion field, yet use it for education
                                            and self growth INIFD Borivali
                                        

                                        charmi shah

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            "I applied for the the B.Sc in fashion designing,full time course in INIFD
                                            Borivali.
                                            It was such a eye opener for me to be experiencing under the guidance of
                                            great minds. The campus is really amazing. INIFD Borivali has given me a
                                            really excellent push and during the covid, the college kept regular online
                                            lectures which helped alot to cope up with the studies. My favourite ma'am
                                            which I adore is Nisha ma'am who is very kind to all and never gets
                                            frustrated to anyone and will always speak polity. There are different types
                                            of classes for each subject such as stitching lab, computer lab, 4-5 classes
                                            and many workshops where you can gain extra knowledge for your day to day
                                            life."
                                        

                                        Pearl Rodrigues

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            "INIFD Borivali is the best institute, not only in academic but also
                                            director, the faculty put their well being before anything. Even in the
                                            lockdown periods they have done every possible way to edu ate the students.
                                            Institute provides very good facility and designer workshops. The atmosphere
                                            and the staff is extremely warm and friendly, placement record is also very
                                            good. Blessed to be the part of INIFD Borivali.
                                            Simran ma'am, our design process profesor is very friendly and also teaches
                                            us very well in a way which is easy to understand☺️."
                                        

                                        Aditi More

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            The institute is amazing to much fun and the faculty is really good. We got
                                            to learn many new stuffs here and they even keep small small inter house
                                            compition which makes the work more interesting and the course is also
                                            really amazing And the ambiance too 😍. They provide good hospitality 🤩
                                            Amazing place to start your fashion career ❤️
                                        

                                        Yash Gada

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            I really enjoy being a student of INIFD. I feel proud to be an INIFDian. I
                                            got an excellent platform here. Faculty members are really supportive and
                                            friendly, they bring out he inner talents by providing us platforms where we
                                            can speak up. This college has its own way of updating the students. The
                                            institute is well eqiuped with up to the mark facilities which keeps them on
                                            top of their games. The atmosphere of the campus is very energetic and
                                            motivating. The course coverage is well updated and matches international
                                            standards. The best part is hands on experience as well as lot of
                                            opportunities for real experiences by working with the desiginers. Apart
                                            from the teaching they give us platforms to showcase our talents like art
                                            and craft exhibitions, gaduation shows, etc I'm really happy to be a part of
                                            Inifd borivali.
                                        

                                        Vaishnavi Gandhi

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Mumbai is full fashion Designing or Interior designing Institute but perfect
                                            one is INIFD borivali it is a excellent college of design if you're looking
                                            For serious design education do join this college placement in very good.
                                            Whatever things I have mentioned above is less, the faculties are superb
                                            specially Nisha ma'am and hardik Sir
                                        

                                        Shrutijay Singh

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            If there actually is a place for fun learning, it has to be this. You'll
                                            come across amazing sessions, very supportive faculty, bunch of new things
                                            to learn, wonderful infrastructure, and a really cheerful energy too. It has
                                            been a great experience so far, can't wait for what's next!!!!

                                        
Yesha Doshi

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            This is a great institute which provides no. Of opportunities along with
                                            their regular curriculum. Opportunities include opportunities Lakme fashion
                                            week, London n New-York fashion week , Bangkok study tour. Along with the
                                            best faculties expects in their field to guide through out the year.
                                        

                                        ketki joil

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            I am currently studying in INIFD college and I am happy that I chose this
                                            college to proceed in my fashion designing career ..one of the best college
                                            for fashion designing .
                                        

                                        Dishika Kothari

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            INIFD is best for fashion designing. Faculties are good at teaching as well
                                            as guidance.
                                        

                                        Swati Sawant

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            The best experience one can get for fashion designing with amazing
                                            faculty.One should surely try the foundation course and learn more.They also
                                            give u the platform for lakme fashion week ,new york fashion week and many
                                            more.
                                        

                                        Prapti Datta

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Amazing experience while studying at Inifd Borivali as it helps to enhance
                                            our creativity, personality with good infrastructure and teaching staff.
                                        

                                        Ayushi Agarwal
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                                        It was a very informative and hand on experience at inifd. The most interesting part is their workshop (knowledge fest) and the opportunity provided in real life field. Gives you first hand knowledge on practical field and how it’s works and done in the fashion industry.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Siya Thakur

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                            

                                        My experience in inifd is very good .i have learned many things in this institute which will help me in future . Even the teachers are very supportive...and also the workshop which always happened between 2 3 months are helpful and knowlegeable.
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                                        I have enrolled 1 year foundation course in fashion designing, since I have a gap of more than a decade so was bit sceptical however I am liking the course content, pace of teaching. It has very good infrastructure and good faculty members. I like sessions where people coming from fashion industry and sharing their experiences, these sessions are super helpful to relate things about the industry.
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                                        I'm currently studying at INIFD Borivali. The faculty is very helpful in nature understanding and well communicable. They give their full efforts for your betterment. As students we receive great workshops, seminar, informative lectures, etc. INIFD has personally helped me with grooming my personality in a better way. And I wish to learn more things in my upcoming years.
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                                        INIFD Borivali offers professional studies to the students seeking admissions in variety of designer courses. I'm doing my professional fashion designing course from INIFD and I'm glad about my decision. The fee structure is very affordable for professional programs. They give very good platform like Lakme, New York Fashion week,etc as students can showcase their talent over there. The infrastructure of this institute is very good. Students enjoy learning and experiencing different things. The faculty members are very helpful as they guide us very professionally. The course curriculum is well updated. The management is very well organized. They also give good placement opportunity. The teaching technique of the PMGC and CAD teachers is very appreciable and fabulous. I would highly recommend for all those who want a real experience in fashion field, yet use it for education and self growth INIFD Borivali is your answer.
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                                        INIFD borivali offers the best faculty and many fashion courses. We even had a workshop with Tisha Khosla which was amazing and informative. We students got to learn a lot from the same. The faculty is very approaching. I even attended the foundation course of one month and it was very helpful.
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                                        I'm a student of fashion designing ,INIFD borivali gave a professional experience with friendly faculty. With new exposures towards fashion field, workshops, informative seminars etc. Being a student it enhanced my personality in a better way.
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                                        I applied for the fashion design course in INIFD Borivali.
                                        It was such an eye opener for me to be experiencing under the guidance of great minds. The campus is really amazing. INIFD Borivali has given me a really excellent push and during the covid, the college kept regular online lectures which helped alot to cope up with the studies. My favourite ma'am which I adore is Nisha ma'am who is very kind to all and never gets frustrated to anyone and will always speak polity. There are different types of classes for each subject such as stitching lab, computer lab, 4-5 classes and many workshops where you can gain extra knowledge for your day to day life.
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                                        INIFD Borivali is the best institute, not only in academic but also director, the faculty put their well being before anything. Even in the lockdown periods they have done every possible way to edu ate the students. Institute provides very good facility and designer workshops. The atmosphere and the staff is extremely warm and friendly, placement record is also very good. Blessed to be the part of INIFD Borivali.
                                        Simran ma'am, our design process profesor is very friendly and also teaches us very well in a way which is easy to understand☺️.
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                                            Mumbai is full of fashion Designing or Interior designing Institute but perfect one is INIFD borivali it is an excellent college of design if you're looking For serious design education do join this college placement in very good. Whatever things I have mentioned above is less, the faculties are superb specially  Nisha ma'am and hardik Sir,
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